A Living-Learning Community for creators, innovators, and collaborators.

**LIVING AND LEARNING**

Do you seek opportunities to reflect on the impact of technology in our world? Are you yearning to apply your creativity to advance peace? PeaceTech may be for you!

The PeaceTech Living-Learning Community is a cluster of students from diverse faculties interested in exploring the intersection of technology and peace in society. No tech or peace knowledge required—just passion and curiosity!

**COMMUNITY BENEFITS**

- There is no extra fee to join Grebel’s PeaceTech community.
- Connect with Peer Leaders from different faculties who share their passion and diverse PeaceTech experiences.
- Enhance in-class learning by participating in conversations, forum, and events on social entrepreneurship, technology, peace, vocation, purpose in life, education, and more.
- Live with peers taking similar classes.

**GREBEL RESIDENCE**

The PeaceTech Living-Learning Community is located at Conrad Grebel University College. To learn more about student life at Grebel and the experiences of Grebel residents, visit our website.

uwaterloo.ca/grebel/future-students

---

Grebel alumnus Jared (’18) is now helping develop robots to excavate landmines in Cambodia.
When I started school five years ago, there was no such thing as ‘PeaceTech.’ Now, people understand the importance of combining social impact (‘peace’) with emerging and existing technology (‘tech’). It’s exciting to be a part of conversations that will help define the field!”

ANGELA
FOURTH-YEAR NANOTECHNOLOGY STUDENT

“Living and learning with students from a diverse range of academic programs gives an invaluable breadth of knowledge and understanding. Conversations between friends in programs like Engineering, Kinesiology, Physics, or Economics enables collaboration in a way that’s nearly impossible if you stay within your own area of study.”

JON
THIRD-YEAR ARTS AND BUSINESS STUDENT

PEER LEADERS
Grebel’s PeaceTech Peer Leaders are upper-year students from various UWaterloo faculties who are actively involved in classes, Grebel’s residential program, and extra-curricular opportunities that connect technology and peace. They are eager to inspire incoming students.

HOW TO JOIN
Apply to live at Conrad Grebel University College, and express your interest in the Living-Learning Community on the application form.

uwaterloo.ca/grebel/apply

NICE TO KNOW
Grebel serves home-cooked food, and has the only all-you-can-eat plan on campus.

First-years living in residence have a higher graduation rate than those living off-campus.

Many upper-year students live at Grebel too! They are happy to answer any of your questions.

Grebel is home to the Kindred Credit Union Centre for Peace Advancement, which incubates PeaceTech start-ups.

Grebel offers relevant academic courses, such as PACS 315 Engineering and Peace.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
uwaterloo.ca/grebel/living-learning
rjdejong@uwaterloo.ca